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Many minor nobles make their homes near the riverfront, while students of wealthy parents make their residences 
closer to the University.  The district gets a bit more unsettled closer to the Docks. 
 
The University of Altdorf [35] dominates the district and is the centre of Reiklander scholarship.   
 
The charter of the Altdorf Wizards’ and Alchemists’ Guild – formerly known as the Guild of Apothecaries – was 
revised by Emperor Wilhelm II when he realised that the Colour Colleges of Magic recruited most of their apprentices 
from the Magical Guilds and colleges of Middenheim, Nuln, and even Talabheim.  The Altdorf Guild is still relatively 
small and not quite up to par with its rivals from the other Imperial cities, but it is growing in prestige. 
 
Were it not for the nearby Barbers’ Guild and its surgeons, many of Juergen’s comrades would be maimed or dead. 
Though some of those crippled for life sometimes argue they’d rather lie with Lord Morr. 
 
The College of Noble Sorcery is spread among several townhouses located on Westenstrasse.  Its students are more 
noted for their affluent connections – especially to their parents’ purse – than their abilities in the mystic arts.  Many 
can be found drinking and carousing in the local taverns.  
 
Other notable locations 

 
Sturmcrowe Hauze – this small but well-appointed townhouse close to Otto’s Dome offers a splendid view of the Reik 
and the Empire’s seat of power. It also happened to be short walk from his father’s old offices in Amtsbezirk. 
 
The Griffon’s Pothole – large inn that dominates the infamous Street of a Hundred Taverns. With several bars it caters 
for a wide range of punters, including some dodge geezers, swarthy types, no doubt from the wrong side of the river. 
Run by Heinrich Wenneman, Juergen’s ex-Captain who seems to be wasting away his inheritance and his health... 
  
The Tumbling Bones – a gentlemen’s club where the rich and powerful whittle away their time and family fortunes in 
search of pleasure and excitement. Occasionally frequented by Gunther Bauer (Juergen’s old lawyer friend). 
 
Madame Agnes Zeiter – an old kook across in the Reickhoch Bezirk but Frau Baumgartner swears by her skills as a 
clairvoyant, albeit discretely. 
 


